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“Spring is nature’s way of saying, ‘Let’s party!’"
~Robin Williams

THE TOP 3 BEST THINGS
ABOUT MY TOWN ARE:

____________________

NATIONAL FLAG OF CANADA DAY

____________________

Didn’t know there was such a thing?
Yep, February 15th is National ‘Flag of Canada’ Day!

____________________

On February 15, 1965 our national flag was raised for the first time
on Parliament Hill in Ottawa, Ontario. Then, in 1996, February
15th was declared National Flag of Canada Day. Every year
since, we celebrate our beautiful flag.

Apparently, when people
treat you the same way
you treat them…
you get offended.
Interesting

The National Flag of Canada should be displayed only in a
manner appropriate for this important national symbol; it should
not be subjected to dishonour or displayed in a position inferior to
any other flag. The National Flag always takes priority over all
other national flags when flown in Canada. The only flags that are
given priority over the Canadian flag are the personal standards of
members of the Royal Family and of Her Majesty’s eleven
representatives in Canada.
The National Flag of Canada should always be flown on its own
mast ; flag protocol states that it is improper to fly two or more
flags on the same mast (for example, one beneath the other). The
following points should be kept in mind:






Here’s a quick, easy
way to let someone
know you care..

Don’t look at your
phone when you’re
with them!



the National Flag of Canada should not be used as a table or
seat cover, as a masking for boxes or as a barrier on a stage
or platform;
it is not common practice to use the National Flag of Canada
to cover a statue, monument or plaque for an unveiling
ceremony, and should be discouraged;
nothing should be pinned to or sewn on the National Flag of
Canada; and
the National Flag of Canada should not be signed or marked
in any way. A border could be attached to its outside edge,
which can be marked while leaving the Flag itself untouched.

When the National Flag of Canada is raised or lowered, or when it
is carried in a parade or review, everyone present should face the
Flag, remain silent and remove their hats. Those in uniform should
salute.
Seem a lot of hassle just for a flag? YES!!
This is a national symbol indicating all that is Canada.
This Flag receives a lot of respect from others countries.
Shouldn’t it receive respect from the people who live here
in freedom?

REBUS FUN

EVER HEARD OF A
LUMBERJILL?
Probably not. She’s a
female lumberjack!!

MAN
__________
BOARD

Words
Funny Words
Funny Words
Words

During the Second World
War (1939-1945), thousands
of women took up jobs in
traditionally male
occupations… including the
forestry industry.
They were nicknamed
“lumberjills” and became part
of the promotion to
encourage women to help
keep the economy rolling
while the men were at war.
Some women didn’t have the
hard labour jobs on site, but
many arranged log booms,
operated cranes, rode the
logs down river and generally
handled the timber like the
men had.
– Canada’s HISTORY Magazine

Check out YouTube and look
for “The Log Driver’s Waltz”.
The first part of the video will
give you an idea of what
these
women
were
doing.
And the
song is
fun to
listen to!!
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GOOD TO THE VERY LAST DROP
Where does the word coffee come
from?
From the Turkish “kahveh”, itself a version of
“qahwah”, originally an Arabic word for a type of wine. Coffee is
believed to have reached Arabia from Africa in the 1400’s.

Why did people drink it?
Certainly not for the taste. Coffee drinkers in the 1700’s compared
it to ink, soot, mud and even excrement (poop!). But, they believed
it had medicinal qualities and valued the fact that it gave a mental
boost.

When did instant coffee appear on the scene?
New Zealander David Strang patented instant coffee in 1890. It
went through a few formats, and in 1938 the Nestle Corporation
introduced a freeze-dried coffee. It’s name? Nescafe.
-

BBC History Magazine

WHICH WOULD
YOU RATHER?
Circle the one you’d
“rather”…
Coke or Pepsi
Moonlight or Sunshine
Potato chips or fries
Castle or cottage
Ice cream or
frozen yogurt
Fruity or minty gum
Be a giant or pixie
Hot chocolate…
Marshmallows or not
Milk or juice
Cat or dog
Hot dog or
hamburger
Sneakers or
Flip flops

PADDINGTON
So, who created Paddington Bear?
Author, Michael Bond.
Mr. Bond was born in England in 1926 and later worked at the
BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation). He had always enjoyed
writing and published his first short story in the late 1940’s.
Mr. Bond, a gracious and amiable host, tells the
story of how Paddington Bear was “born”… “One
Christmas Eve I was in Oxford Street and it
started to snow. I went into Selfridges (department
store) to find shelter and found myself in the toy
department and there was just this one small bear left of the shelf.
I wanted a stocking-filler for my wife so I bought the bear.” While
writing back home, his eye fell serendipitously upon the small
bear. “I had no ideas as such, but looking around my small flat I
saw this bear sitting on the mantelpiece. And I thought ‘I wonder
what would happen if’…’ Literary history followed as Mr. Bond’s
first book, ”A Bear Called Paddington” (1958) was hatched over a
matter of days.
And the name ‘Paddington’? “I called him Paddington because it
used to be my commuting station (local railway) and I liked the
name.”
When creating his bear, Mr. Bond recalled seeing trains from
London at the start of the Second World War arriving crammed
with evacuees. “They all had a label around their necks, carrying a
little suitcase with their prized possessions. It stuck in my mind so
I gave Paddington a label, ‘Please look after this bear. Thank you.’
It just felt right.”
“He was a hopeful bear at heart,” Mr. Bond once wrote of
Paddington and the same could surely be said for Mr. Bond, often
wrting daily until his death last June (2017) at the age of 91.
Amanda Hodges,
THIS ENGLAND Magazine,
Winter 2017, (in part)

Card game or
Board game
Stripes or
Polka dots

Author, Michael Bond &
Paddington Bear

Turtles can breathe
through their butts.
(Who figured THAT out?)

There have been so many laws over the years that Canada,
provinces and cities haven’t bothered to go back in their Minutes
and repeal the laws that are no longer relevent.
Here are a few Canadian laws still “on the books”:
In Alberta: You may not paint a wooden ladder
as it will be slippery when wet.
(Um, how about a sign?)

Seahorses mate for life,
and when they travel
they hold each others’
tails

Also, in Alberta: It is illegal to own a pet rat.
(OK, this one is still good. We are a rat-free province, so it makes
sense to not have the possibility of rats escaping and creating a
population of their own.)
Citizens may not publicly remove bandages. (??)
It is illegal to waterski after dark.
(Is this not just common sense?)
If you have a water trough in your front yard,
it must be filled by 5 am.
(Yes, so many of my friends ride their horses to town.)

Squirrels will adopt
other squirrels’ babies if
they are abandoned.

It is illegal to show public affection
on Sunday.
(As in holding hands, hugging, kissing?
Then I’ve seen many who should be arrested!)
In Kanata, Ont, is is illegal to paint your garage door purple.
(Say what?)
It is illegal to pretend to practice witchcraft.
(If we can’t PRETEND, then can we REALLY practice witchcraft?)

Sea otters hold hands
when they sleep to keep
from drifting apart.
Spiders can’t fly.
(Thank Goodness!)

In Alberta, it is illegal to set fire to someone’s wooden leg.
(I have no words for this one.)
In Fort Qu’Appelle, SK, it is illegal to walk down Main St
with untied shoes.
(Okey dokey!)
And these are only a few of the odd laws in Canada!!

DID YOU KNOW?

The blob of toothpaste that
sits on your toothbrush
has a name?
NURDLE

OR
That high heels were
originally for men?

Yep, when high heel shoes
first came into fashion, in
the
th
10 century (900’s),
they were intended for
men. It wasn’t until the 18th
century (1700’s) that more
women than men wore
heels.

Watch for more information and registrations forms
coming to you SOON!!
Answers to REBUS Game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Man Overboard
Big Baby
Pretty Please
Green grass
Too (2) Funny For (4)
Words
6. Downhill
7. Lost in Space
8. Long Legs

